Effect of penile rehabilitation with low intensity extracorporeal shock wave therapy on erectile function recovery following robot-assisted laparoscopic prostatectomy
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Backgrounds: Considering the natural course of cavernous nerve recovery after robot-assisted laparoscopic prostatectomy (RALP), early intervention of low intensity extracorporeal shock wave therapy (LIESWT) would be more effective for enhancing overall recovery of sexual function (SF). Our objective of this study is to analyze longitudinally the alterations of SF in patients after RALP, with a focus on the effect of early and delayed intervention with LIESWT.

Methods: A total of 5 and 11 patients underwent early and delayed intervention with LIESWT, respectively. SF was assessed with the Expanded Prostate Cancer Index Composite (EPIC). The same surgeon performed RALP on 178 patients, and these patients were assigned to the non-LIESWT group to establish a control group. The SF score of EPIC was investigated longitudinally before RALP and 3, 6, 9, and 12 months after RALP.

Results: Our results show that penile rehabilitation with LIESWT immediately before urethral catheter removal improved SF scores. In the baseline, the SF score was significantly higher in the early LIESWT group (P=0.0001). The SF score was significantly lower at postoperative 6 months (early 19.2, delayed 17.9, and non-LIESWT 8.1; P=0.0171), 9 months (20.9, 25.8, and 10.2; P=0.0188), and 12 months (28.0, 21.3, and 9.5; P=0.0051) in the non-LIESWT group. We regret that there was no significant difference in the recovery of SF between the early and delayed protocol with LIESWT at all points. In keeping with our results, LIESWT demonstrated the potential to be efficacious in treatment options for severe post-radical prostatectomy (RP) erectile dysfunction (ED) as it may indirectly support its promotion of nerve regeneration in severe ED due to RP.

Conclusions: This is the first study in which LIESWT has been shown to deliver a clinical benefit on its early or delayed intervention to patients after RALP to penile rehabilitation in terms of restoring SF. Our preliminary results suggest that LIESWT could be used as a treatment option in penile rehabilitation.
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**Introduction**

Erectile dysfunction (ED) is one of the most common disorders in middle-aged men, and this disease considerably influences quality of life (QOL) (1). Currently, the main non-surgical treatment for ED is the oral administration of phosphodiesterase type 5 inhibitors (PDE5I). These drugs were very effective and common treatments (2), but were determined to be only on-demand palliative management in treatment decisions for patients with ED. The ideal endpoint should be the rehabilitation of patients with ED to potentially recover from corpus cavernosum pathological changes, enabling spontaneous sexual function (SF) with few side effects (3). Low intensity extracorporeal shock wave therapy (LIESWT) has proven to be effective and safe for various types of medical disorders such as angiogenesis in chronic diabetic foot ulcers and myocardial ischemia (4,5).

Growing public concern with prostate cancer (PCa) coupled with the dissemination of prostate-specific antigen (PSA) checks has induced younger men to diagnose PCa early, enabling early treatment. Presently, patients with localized PCa have more potential to have long life expectancies after radical prostatectomy (RP). SF was drastically decreased at three months and slightly increased one year after RP (6). Younger men with normal preoperative SF who have received bilateral nerve sparing (NS)-RP (7-9) could potentially fully recover after four years. However, 20–80% of these patients may never recover to a normal level (10).

Considering the natural course of cavernous nerve recovery after robot-assisted laparoscopic prostatectomy (RALP), early intervention of LIESWT would be more effective for enhancing overall recovery of SF. This is because early intervention might supply blood flow to the corporeal bodies more effectively during temporary neuropraxia in the cavernous nerve, occurring immediately after RP. However, to the best of our knowledge, it has not been clearly proven in practical settings whether early rehabilitation of LIESWT immediately after RP improves erectile function recovery more efficiently than delayed intervention (11). We analyzed longitudinally alterations in SF and sexual bother (SB) of the Expanded Prostate Cancer Index Composite (EPIC) in patients after RALP, with a focus on the effect of early and delayed intervention with LIESWT. We present the following article in accordance with the STROBE reporting checklist (available at http://dx.doi.org/10.21037/tau-19-888).

**Methods**

The principles of the Helsinki Declaration (as revised in 2013) were followed during the study, and the confidentiality of the patients’ data was guaranteed. The study was approved by the Institutional Review Board of Hiroshima University Hospital (NO. C-87) and informed consent was taken from all the patients. Five patients after RALP were enrolled into this study’s protocol over a period between January and June 2017. We excluded patients (I) with an unstable psychiatric or medical condition, (II) with a past history of a neurological pathology, and (III) with a past history of PDE5I medication.

Our protocol was modified from that reported by Vardi et al. (12). LIESWT was performed by a probe attached to a compact electrohydraulic unit with a focused shock wave source (Omnispec ED1000; Medispec, Germantown, MD, USA) during each session. The penis was manually stretched, and shock waves were delivered to five sites: the distal, mid and proximal penile shaft, and both sides of the bilateral crura. The treatment time of each LIESWT session was approximately 20 minutes, and each session consisted of 300 shocks for each treatment site (1,500 per session) at an energy density of 0.09 mJ/mm² and a frequency of 120/min. The volume of penile tissue exposed to the shock waves at each site was cylindrical. Local or systemic analgesia was not necessary during this procedure. This early intervention was performed three times a week for two weeks in admission and one time per week in our out-patient clinic for six weeks (Figure 1).

To establish a control group, the same surgeon performed RALP on 11 patients over a period between June 2012 and December 2014. These patients received LIESWT and this delayed protocol was same as that by Vardi et al. (Figure 1). The same surgeon performed RALP on 178 patients over a period between April 2012 and
February 2015. These patients were assigned to the non-LIESWT group to establish another control group. SF and SB were assessed with the EPIC. A validated form of the self-reported health-related QOL questionnaire was administered to the patients before RALP, and mailed to all patients receiving RALP, with a stamped return envelope at 3, 6, 9, and 12 months after RALP. Demographic and historical data obtained included age, body mass index (BMI), PSA, serum Testosterone, prostate volume, Sexual Health Inventory for Men (SHIM) score, ratio of nerve sparing procedure, surgical time, and estimated blood loss.

We analyzed the survey data for each group by using the qui-square test, Manne-Whitney U test, and one-way analysis of variance (ANOVA). Each analysis was two-tailed; in all tests, P values <0.05 were decided to be statistically significant. All values were described as the mean, and the results were analyzed by the Mann-Whitney U test and one-way ANOVA. All survey data was analyzed using the JMP version 10 statistical software package (SAS Institute Inc., Cary, NC, USA).

Results

None of the patients complained of any pain or adverse events such as ecchymosis or hematuria due to or after the LIESWT in this study. Table 1 summarizes the details of the baseline patient characteristics and surgical outcomes between the three groups (early, delayed, and non-LIESWT). The mean duration from RALP to the start of penile rehabilitation was 6 months for patients of the delayed LIESWT group. In the non-LIESWT group, age was significantly higher (P=0.0453) and the preoperative SHIM score was significantly lower (P=0.0178).

Of the 194 enrolled subjects, 194, 166, 137, 120, and 115 patients completed the questionnaires at preoperative, 3, 6, 9, and 12 postoperative months, respectively, which corresponds to response rates of 100%, 86%, 71%, 62%, and 59%, respectively. In the case with LIESWT, response rates were 100%, 94%, 88%, 69%, and 63%, respectively. These deficient data were appropriately treated in this evaluation. In the baseline, the SF score was 66.5, 41.8, and 31.8 in the early, delayed, and non-LIESWT group, respectively. The SF score was significantly higher at baseline in the early LIESWT group (P=0.0001) and significantly lower at postoperative 6 months (early 19.2, delayed 17.9, and non-LIESWT 8.1; P=0.0171), 9 months (20.9, 25.8, and 10.2; P=0.0188), and 12 months (28.0, 21.3, and 9.5; P=0.0051) in the non-LIESWT group. However, there was no significant difference in SF score between the early and delayed LIESWT groups at all points (Figure 2).

In the baseline, the SB score was 86.3, 69.9, and 87.9 in the early, delayed, and non-LIESWT group, respectively. The SB score was significantly lower at baseline in the delayed delayed LIESWT group (P=0.0070) and significantly higher at postoperative 3 months (early 33.8, delayed 41.9, and non-LIESWT 68.3; P=0.0045) in the non-LIESWT group. However, the SB score in both the early and delayed LIESWT groups increased from postoperative 6 months, so there was no significant difference between the three groups at postoperative 6 months (early 46.3, delayed 54.2, and non-LIESWT 71.3; P=0.0886), 9 months (61.3, 71.9, and 68.9; P=0.8540), and

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Characteristics</th>
<th>Early</th>
<th>Delayed</th>
<th>Non-LIESWT</th>
<th>P value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>No of patients</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>178</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Age, yr</td>
<td>62.2±2.68</td>
<td>62.9±1.80</td>
<td>66.6±0.45</td>
<td>0.0453</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BMI, kg/m²</td>
<td>24.5±1.25</td>
<td>23.3±0.84</td>
<td>23.4±0.21</td>
<td>0.6768</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PSA, ng/mL</td>
<td>4.95±2.82</td>
<td>6.39±1.90</td>
<td>9.12±0.47</td>
<td>0.1455</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Testosterone, ng/mL</td>
<td>4.24±0.78</td>
<td>4.82±0.58</td>
<td>4.66±0.13</td>
<td>0.8348</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prostate volume, mL</td>
<td>25.2±5.76</td>
<td>23.1±3.88</td>
<td>29.2±0.97</td>
<td>0.2657</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SHIM</td>
<td>17.8±3.52</td>
<td>17.2±2.37</td>
<td>11.4±0.65</td>
<td>0.0178</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nerve sparing, %</td>
<td>20.0</td>
<td>63.6</td>
<td>43.8</td>
<td>0.2252</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Surgical time, min</td>
<td>213.6±19.1</td>
<td>192.0±12.8</td>
<td>201.7±3.2</td>
<td>0.6209</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Estimated blood loss, mL</td>
<td>167.0±65.2</td>
<td>128.6±43.9</td>
<td>183.0±10.9</td>
<td>0.4782</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Discussion

The first application of high intensity shock waves was reported in 1980. This novel treatment of extracorporeal shock wave lithotripsy was applied to the treatment of renal stones without any incisional or abdominal surgery (13). These applications of LIESWT were applied in various medical fields and so this treatment technology was recognized to be a revolution. A number of treatment devices use mechanical stress to generate acoustic waves to carry energy to targeted and focused deep-tissue areas, and are subsequently used to treat pancreatic stones, gall stones, and even nonunions and pseudoarthrosis (14-18).

In-vitro studies have shown that various growth factors were stimulated by LIESWT. The efficacy of LIESWT was reported for a patient with a cardiovascular disease when it was shown to promote angiogenesis by upregulating the expression of growth factors such as the vascular endothelial growth factor (4). When LIESWT is applied to a tissue, the relatively weak yet focused shock waves interact with targeted deep tissue causing microtrauma and mechanical stress, also known as shear stress (19). This phenomenon then triggers a series of events that cause the release of angiogenic factors, inducing angiogenesis of targeted vessels and enhancing blood flow. Extrapolation of these findings to ED has led to the assumption that if applied to the corpora cavernosa, LIESWT could ameliorate penile blood flow and endothelial function by stimulating neovascularization in the penile tissue (3).

Gruenwald et al. reported that LIESWT could be a potential treatment option for patients with severe ED who responded poorly to PDE5I treatment (20). After administration, the mean International Index of Erectile Function-Erectile Function domain (IIEF-EF) scores increased and a significant improvement in penile hemodynamics was found. There were no severe complications reported during or after this clinical trial. From their study, it was suggested that such a unique modality of LIESWT could expand novel urological treatment options in the management of severe ED or poor responders to PDE5I.

We have faced a challenging and severe problem of post-RP ED. Although NS surgical procedures have been used, it was reported that 12- and 24-month erection rates ranged from 54% to 90% and from 63% to 94%, respectively (21). Current randomized-controlled trials have mainly covered vasculogenic ED. However, the exclusion of patients with post-RP ED in these studies raises a number of questions. We recognized that post-RP ED is mainly caused by injured neurovascular bundles (NVBs) and RP can temporarily or permanently damage the NVBs. Neuropraxia is the main cause of ED even after bilateral NS RP, as a result of intraoperative manipulations such as traction, compression, and coagulation (22). The injury of the cavernous nerve may causes temporary nervous degeneration, and subsequent denervation of the corpora cavernosa. Long-term penile hypoxia consequently causes penile structural remodeling with smooth muscle apoptosis, fibrosis, and sinusoidal obstruction (23).

Various treatment approaches have been reported in expectation of the efficacy of penile rehabilitation. However, these treatment strategies are still considered...
to be controversial from the point of view of restoring SF. The primary and original methods are (I) regular oral administration of PDE5I, (II) intracavernosal injection of Prostaglandin E1, and (III) the use of vacuum constriction devices (24). Many reviews of the latest studies concerned with penile rehabilitation came to the conclusion that although theoretical considerations recommend early intervention of penile rehabilitation to enable cavernous oxygenation, there is little clinical evidence to support the use of current protocols (25). However, no easily administered effective treatment of ED after RP has yet emerged (24). The potential of LIESWT, which enables both erection recovery and increased blood flow to the penile tissue, could enable useful intervention in penile rehabilitation due to RP.

LIESWT focuses on vasculogenic disorders as the primary research target in clinical settings, and research on post-RP ED is very rare. Current evidence that robustly supports the application of LIESWT for post-RP ED is therefore lacking (26). It was suggested that an ED patient after non-NS RP did not recover their SF using LIESWT postoperatively (27). The capacity of LIESWT to improve the outcome of SF after nerve injury has been observed in neurological diseases. It is considered that its neuroprotective and/or regenerative effects are related to modulated inflammation, local angiogenesis, continuous expression of neuropathic factors, and reduction of free radicals. However, the precise mechanisms of LIESWT are still unknown and under investigation.

The introduction of LIESWT may affect the recovery of erectile function in patients with post-RP ED (26). Early use of LIESWT as a part of penile rehabilitation should be aimed at accelerating neural recovery, improving cavernosal oxygenation, and preventing penile remodeling relying on the pathological findings of penile tissues after RP. On the other hand, late use of LIESWT, especially 2 or more months after RP, should be mainly aimed at reversing penile fibrotic remodeling (28). It was reported that treatments were introduced between 48 and 72 h after nerve injury and were supported with positive results (29,30). Although it was expected that the treatment benefits would probably not be derived from LIESWT in ED patients after non-NS RP, experimentation is required to confirm this (26).

This is the first study in which LIESWT has been shown to deliver a clinical benefit on its early intervention to patients after RALP to penile rehabilitation in terms of restoring SF. Our results show that penile rehabilitation with LIESWT immediately before urethral catheter removal improved SF scores.

There were some limitations in our study. The very small sample size (5 and 11 patients in both LIESWT groups, respectively) makes it impossible to state any general conclusion. Moreover, the ratio of the NS procedure was very small (20.0%) in the early LIESWT group compared with the delayed (63.6%) and non-LIESWT (43.8%) groups. The efficacy of LIESWT for post-RP ED needs to be further validated. Randomized controlled trials need to be more large-scale and well-designed with long follow-up periods to enable LIESWT to be confidently recommended to patients with post-RP ED. Many issues need to be investigated further, such as appropriate protocol, energy density, numbers of pulses, and treatment duration and interval. LIESWT outcomes may be affected by factors such as shock wave parameters, different devices, and treatment protocols, and treatment regions need to be investigated (26). Moreover, there is no data on the combination therapy of PDE5I and LIESWT, so it is necessary to evaluate the combination therapy to severe post-RP ED in the near future.

Our preliminary results suggest that LIESWT could be used as a treatment option in penile rehabilitation. However, we regret that there was no significant difference in the recovery of SF between the early and delayed protocol with LIESWT at all points. There is also a need for novel studies to determine the appropriate protocol to offer the best results when using LIESWT for penile rehabilitation.

**Conclusions**

The preliminary results for a group of severe ED patients due to RP suggest that the intervention of LIESWT promotes continual improvement of SF. The results of using the EPIC questionnaire to evaluate SF indicate that SF was improved by LIESWT, demonstrating the treatment’s effectiveness. The short-term results were promising, so it is necessary to further evaluate SF with a larger group and longer follow-ups in future work. This is the first study that investigated the effectiveness of LIESWT for post-RP ED as a part of penile rehabilitation. In keeping with our results, LIESWT demonstrated the potential to be efficacious in treatment options for severe post-RP ED as it may indirectly support its promotion of nerve regeneration in severe ED due to RP. LIESWT is a potential treatment of post-RP ED, but many problems need to be resolved before its widespread use.
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